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2 7 HR. M ARATHON THIS WEEKEND
by Leslie Ann* Hair
“ Unique” is the word that best describes “ Much Ado
About Something.” Co-sponsored by the Student Government
Association and the College Development Fund, the program
will be held in Memorial Auditorium from 8 p.m. Friday,
April 14 until 11 p.m. Sat., April 15th. During those hours the
students will present a variety of programs including music
(from folk to classical), panel discussions, and novelty acts.
The purpose of this grand-scale
program is to raise money - for
a new Student Union. The pro
posed building will provide
lounge areas for students and
faculty members, offices for
student organizations, recreation
rooms) television rooms, a mu
sic-listening
lounge,
reading
rooms, bowling alleys, barber
shops, a college store, cafeteria,
ballroom, student organization
work and file center, a VIP room,
snack bar and an information
area.
Since its founding in 1908,

Montclair State has grown from
a small normal school to a col
lege of over 4,000 students. Un
fortunately, the facilities on
campus have not expanded as
rapidly as the enrollment. For
example, 4,000 undergraduates
utilize the Student Union Build
ing, Life Hall, which was orig
inally built to accommodate I(800.
It is hoped that the 27-Hour Mar
athon will help make the people
of the State of New Jersey and
the State Legislators realize that
more money is needed by the

Edward Helvey, Chairman of
College Development Fund in or supporters of the college inform
der to provide adequate facilities ing them of .the program and of the Voice of Montclair State, has
for the students.
Montclair State’s needs. Over arranged to have .the marathon
13,000 fliers have also been sent broadcast on the Upsala College
The
Marathon
Committee, to homes in Upper Montclair, radio station, WFMU—91.1 F.M.,
headed by Joseph Kloza, has been Montclair, and Cedar Grove. Members of the Voice of Mont
working since the fall semester Strong support for “ Much Ado” clair State will announce the pro
planning the program. They be has been expressed by educators gram which will be transmitted
gan publicizing the event by and political leaders throughout by the two stations throughout
sponsoring a contest to name New Jersey: Dr. Virgil W. Gil- the New York Metropolitan area.
the marathon. William Ont and lenwater, president of Trenton
Backstage in Memorial Audi
Bonnie Manranca were awarded State College; Eugene G. Wilk torium, William Lang will co-or
an alarm clock for their winning ins, president of Newark State dinate the technical staff o f over
title, “ Much Ado About Some College; Richard R. Stout, State fifty students. Robert Barth will
thing."
senator from the Fifth Senate be lighting chairman, and Bruce
Newspaper Coverage
District; Congressman Peter W. Greenwood and John Wharton
Newspaper coverage of the Rodino (New Jersey 10th Dis will be in charge of sound.
event has been arranged iby Rich trict) ; Dr. Mason W. Gross, pres- I Andy Paterna and Bonnie Marard Langheim, John Finegan, ident of Rutgers University; Dr. ranca, co-chairmen of the en
and Frank Cripps of the publicity Thomas E. Robinson, president tertainment committee, have
committee. Over 850 letters have of Glassboro State College; and planned and co-ordinated this
been sent to legislators, assem David F.riedland, Hudson County 27-hour program:
(Continued on Page 6)
blymen, industrial firms, and assemblyman.
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Students Named to
Dean’s Honor List
The students whose names are listed below have at
tained an average of 3.5 or better for full time work of at
least 12 semester hours in the regular undergraduate divi
sion for the Fall Semester. The star indicates a 4.0 average.
In recognition of their achievements, these students will
be honored at the Dean’s Tea and Reception to be held on
May 3, in the Chapin Hall Living Room.
Seniors

•Adler, Kathleen - Speech, *Ba
lotta, Janet - English, Basser,
Roberta - Social Studies, *Benk,
Christine - Speech, Bennett, Alan
English, Berkowitz, ,Ruth - Speec
Bischoff, .Paul - Math., ,*Bogner,
Theresa - Soience, ,Bolha, ,Judit
Business Ed.,, Brackett, Diana Business Ed. Brady, .Granville Speech, Brousseau, ,Ruth - Eng
lish, , Brown,, Carol - English,,
Bruno, Joseph - Spanish, Brust,,
Lillian - Speech, Bukowski, Le
ona - Home Ec., Burkardt, Barbara-Engli^h, Callahan, Richard
Speech, Caporale, Elvira-French,
Caputo, Joan - Math., Cilento,Dolores - Math., Cioffi, Mania Social Studies, Clal, Marie French, Cohen, Reba - Math.,
•Cressman, Evelyn Math., Cui*
dera, Diane Fine Arts, Cutillo,
Rosemarie
Speech, ‘ Davies,
Janet - Math., Davis, Ann - Latin
DeAngelis, PauPEnglish, Demarest, Rosemary - Fine Arts.
DiBartolo, Ruthann - Spanish,
•Diem, Judith - Home Ec., Dun
can, ,Donna - French, Dwyer,
Dennis - Science, Eichen, Susan
Speech, *Eisenberger, Naomi Social Studies, Farese, Maria English, Faycik, Janet - Math.,
Fienstein, Ellen - English, Figueiredo, Barbara - Business Ed.,
Fisher, John - Physical Ed.,
Fowler, William - Social Stud
ies, Frank, Lawrence - Music,
French, Judith - Speech, Fricke,
Eric - Social Studies, ‘ Garbarino,
Joann - Science, •Gennhardt,
Shirlely - Latin, Guffanti, Sallie English, Haigney, Joanne - Eng
lish, Hall, Albert - English, *Hed-

lund, Christina - Math., Hendershott, Donna - Physical Ed.,
Hermey, Karen - Business Ed.,
•Herting, Carolee - Math., Hoff
man, Loretta - English, Jackowski, Edward
Business Ed.,
Jansma, Paul - Physical Ed.,
Jendec, Miary - Soience, Keigher,
William - Math., Kinder, Joan English.
Kingston, Diane - French,
•Kleen, Carol - Home Ec., Koterba, Irene - Math., Krchmar,
Joelle - French, Kruse, Karen Fine Arts, Kupersmith, Cynthia
Business Ed., Kurbjeweit, Heidi Science, Kuyat, Joyce - Math.,
•Laing, Terry - Business Ed.,
Larkin, Judith - Math., Lasher,
Ann - Home Ec., Lewisohn, Ina
English, Liloia, Mary - Spanish
Linberg, Judith - Home Ec.,
•Lockhoven, Elizabeth - Math.,
Marasco, Arlene - Math., Marinaro, Jeanne - Math., ‘ Martin,
Ingrid - French, Martino, Pat
ricia - Speech, McAuley, Diane
Home Ec., McCoy, Eileen-Math.
Meadows, Alice - Math., Mensch,
Sharyn - Home Ec., Michels,
Edward - Social Studies, Minutoli, Joanne - Math., Moncrief,
Albert Math., *Mooney, Martin
Social Studies, Mosca, Cheryl
English, •Muzychko, Mary Ann Home Ec., Neuman, Ellen - Phy
sical Ed., Neville, Mary - Phy
sical Ed., Oakes, Thomas - Ind.
Ed. & Tech., Obarowski, Aileen
Physical Ed., O’Donnell, Mary *
English, O’Hara, Eileen-French.
Oskutis, Yvette - Science, Pelosi, Lorenzo - Science, Peters,
Nancy J. - Science, Petracca,
(Continued on Page 9)

Concert Choir
Holds Program

Complete Sports
Next Issue
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‘Quarterly’ Receives
National Recognition

An extended choral work en
titled the Song of Deliverance,
written by Dr. Arthur H. ChristQuarterly, Montclair State College’ s literary magazine,
mann of Montclair’s music de
partment faculty, was featured has been nationally recognized by the world of the little
at the Spring Choir and Concert magazines and by several American poets.
Paul Larsen, Editor-in-Chief, has been sent five letters
Orchestra Concert held April 9.
The Song of Deliverance tells
the story of the escape of the Is
raelites from Egypt, the cross
ing of the Red Sea and the giv
ing of the Ten Commandments
on Mount Sinai. A rather unus
ual feature of the work was the
Liturgy of the Commandments,

in which the Commandments
were spoken or intoned by the
narrator and answered mus
ically by the chorus with wards
selected from the Old T e s t a ment, occasionally counterpoint(Continued on page 8)

of commendation from major little magazines in response
to the last two issues of Quarterly. He was personally com
plimented by James Dickey after the poet’s lecture last

February. Through Ben Goldberg, a former MSC student and
former Quarterly literary editor,
Paul has ireceived a letter from
the wife of Kenneth Patchen, who
wrote on behalf of her husband
in praise of the magazine.
Little magazines (or “ littles” )
are independent publications of
poetry, fiction, art, plays, essays,
reviews and manifestos which
have rapidly increased in output
since the 1920’s. The principle

reasons for this increase are a
wealthier society, a broader
reach in education, and the re
luctance of the mass media to
publish new directions in crea
tive expression.
Eric Oatrman, editor of the
Manhattan ... Review, calls the
“ littles” “lively periodicals that
are the elan vital of modern
literature.
Since
1912, when
Harriet Monroe founded Amer
ica’s oldest little magazine,
Poetry: A Magaxine of

KLOZA TESTIFIES A T
ASSEMBLY HEARINGS
“ In the case for voting, however, I think the ‘younger
generation’ has proven itself to be politically interested and
active,” testified Student Government Association President
Joseph Kloza before the New Jersey Legislature Judiciary
Committee investigation of the possibility of lowering the
voting age in New Jersey. The open hearing took place in
the Assembly chambers of the State House on Mon., March
20, 1967. Students from colleges
and high schools throughout the against candidates and issues.
state were invited to address the The past national political cam
paign showed a tremendous ac
committee.
tive role taken by younger peop
Kloxa’s Testimony
le in local political branches of
President Kloza went on to say Republicans and Democrats."
“ The colleges, gentlemen, are
“ It is also important that we
institutions where all issues of
realize the impact of the mass
the day are carefully scrutinized.
media upon the youth of our
College Student Governments
exemplify this interest by their state. No longer is today’s youth
sponsorship of politically geared unaware of the issues involved
lectures and discussions. The in the political campaigns. They
political groups on campus are cannot remain alive and still re
vital active forces in not only main unaware. Even our most
campus activities but they extend widely read and most commer
cial publications devote large
to the community local, state
(Continued on page 10)
and national level to work for or

Verse,

writers have been using them as
vehicles for work either too un
polished or too experimental to
appeal to a great number of
readers.”
It is in the “littles” that the
majority of America’s best writ
ers ¡began to make their reputa
tion, including Ezra Pound,
Robert Penn Warren, Alan
Swallow,
William
Carlos
Williams,
Robert
Cxeely, Le
Roi Jones, William Burroughs,
Allen Ginsberg,
and Susan
Sontag. Margaret Anderson’s
Little Review wias the first to
publish James Joyce’s Ulysses
in the United States, an example
of the alertness of the “'littles”
world to what is happening in
literature.
Quarterly has been honored by
being listed in the “ Evolving
Directory,” one of the two stan
dard listings of little magazines,
formuated by James Boyer May’s
quarterly, Trace. This means
that Quarterly bias become a part
of the pulsing literary network
in the United States which is
(Continued on Page 2)
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Quarterly j Landscaping Plans to
A dd Beauty to Campus
(Continued from Page 1)

striving to share the common
interest in a passion for writing
and a desire to spread and par
ticipate in ts growth.

The cafeteria is not the only place on campus with a

Praise From Editors of "Littles" clean-up campaign directed toward it. A clean-up, or rather
From December; a Magazine build-up, program has begun for the area facing College
of Arts and Opinion, published Hall.

Elisabeth Schedeman, Joe Duffy and Waller Kolrba in rehearsal for 'Tartuffe'

PLA YERS TO PRESENT
MOLIERE’S ‘TARTUFFE’
The seventeenth century comedy by Moliere, Tarluffe,
has been chosen by Players to complete its season. The satire,
by one of the greatest French playwrights, significant even
today, has a current running under its farce of horror at the
folly and hypocrisy of man. Tartuffe has been scheduled at
Montclair for April 27; 28, 29, and May 1 in the Memorial
Auditorium.
Tartuffe appears in the third
scene of the pliay after we have
seen that he has won the heart
of Orgon, a Parisian noble, and
of Madame Pemelle, Orgon’s
mother. Tartuffe gains control
of Orgon’s entire estate through
treachery.. He is promised Or
gon’s daughter in marriage and
he tries to seduce Orgon’s wife.
The shrivelled old faker, Tartuiffe, attempts to have Orgon
put in jail and to have Orgon’s
■family thrown out of the house.
In a scene reminiscent of the
downfall of Shylock in The Mer
chant of Venice, Tartuffe’s ap
parent victory is turned into his
jail sentence. Orgon and his fam
ily are restored to their home
and position.
Madame Pemelle is played by
Elizabeth Schedeman; Madame’s
maid Filipote is played by Cathy
Ramsden. Orgon is played by
Charles Croce; Organ’s wife Elmire is Susan Banks, and Cleante, Elmire’s brother-in-law, is
played by Michael San Giovan
ni. Diamis, Orgon’s son, is Wal
ter Kotrba.
Lynn Gehring Is Mariane,
daughter of Orgon, who is in
love with Valere, played by
John Pardllo. Orgon, however,
promises his daughter to Tartuflfe, Paul Hart. Dorine, played
by Laura Gramaglia, is Mariane’s lady’s maid. Monsieur Loy
al, the bailiff on the last act, is
played by Joe Duffy.
The set for Tartuffe, designed
by Mr. Scott Mac Connell of the
speech department, is character
istic of plays of the seventeenth
century. Dramas were often
staged in the homes of the no
bility or royalty and Players
wishing to portray these specta
tors as an integral part of the
plays of their time.
Player’s Tartuffe will be di
rected by Dr. Clyde McElroy of
the speech department. Mr. Sobolik, also o f the speech depart
ment, will be acting coach for the
cast. Miss Joyce Jensen of the

physical education department
will do the choreography. In ad
dition to the scheduled perfor
mances at Montclair, Players
will present Tartuffe at the an
nual five-week Arts’ Festival in
Newton, New Jersey on May 4.
There will be a matinee and a
workshop for high school stu
dents and also an evening per
formance. The set for Tartuffe,
buiilt under the direction of Mr.
MacConnell, will be transported
in its entirety to Newton for the
festival.

in Illinois, editor Curt Johnson
writes: "I enjoyed Quarterly.
Good stuff in there.... That Diane
Wald is good, isn’t she? Bill
Green, editor of Writer's Notes
and Quotes, published in Cali
fornia, who is concerned with
beginning and advancing writers
describes Quarterly as “ impress
ive.”
One of the most exciting com
ments was made by John Steven
Wade of the Dimension series
published in Maine, who will
serve again this year as poetry
instructor at the Cape Cod Writ
ers’ Conference. “ You can count
on my enthusiasm for Quarterly.
It’s very well done, and contains
some very fine and promising
work. I’d even go so far as to
say that you’ve got a magazine
that would give a score of college
financed, open market periodical
a run for their literary money;
and maybe I should say in the
same breath, that you are for
tunate to have an advisor who
has written a first-class poem,
(Mr. Dell’s poem: “ Hometown”
—Mass. Review). You don’t find
many faculty advisers capable
of this feat....Of course, the real
credit goes to you and your
literary staff...There’s some real
promise displayed here.”
D.V. Smith, editor of the Human
Voice Quarterly in Florida, has
requested a ten to twenty page
spread in his own magazine de
voted to contributors to Quarterly
(His letter is printed in full in

A landscaping program for this area has been put into
effect to help beautify the Montclair campus. Under the di
rection of Mr. Joseph McGinty, the maintenance department
has already begun to plant trees
and shrubs in front of College
Hall. Since this is a centralized
campus location, an all out ef
fort is being made for its beau
tification.
The area has always remain
ed barren due to its two-day ut
ilization during the spring Car
nival. However, the location of
the event will be changed be
ginning in 1968. Following this
year’s Carnival the remaining
landscaping plans will go into
effect.
A professional landscaper was
brought in to design plans for
the area as well as to inspect
the already existing trees. A n
outside opinion was asked t o
get a new view on the campus.
The plans include flowering
trees and shrubs to be placed
along the walks leading from
College Hall to the street and
the planting of forsythia bush
es in front of the building.
As soon as Carnival is finish
ed, the ground will be roped off
and seeded and a sprinkler
system will be installed. Over

$1700 from college funds pur
chased garden plants that are to
be placed in the area.
Several benohes will be plac
ed along the walks for the use
of the students.
Suggestions ias to other facil
ities that may be put in are in
vited from both faculty and stu
dent groups. A committee will
be formed to study the recre
ational aspects on the grounds
of the campus.
Plans are also underway for
landscaping in the area facing
Chapin Hall and ithe west en
trance of College Hall. The area
along the library is to. be re
sodded.
Student cooperation is request
ed for the landscaping program.
Students are asked not to step
on the seeded ground or tram
ple the shrubbery but to use the
sidewalks. This cooperation by
students will give more of an
incentive to the maintenance de
partment to continue working
to beautify our campus.

Letters to the Editor.)
Palchen Responds Warmly ....
The Quarterly staff was partic

ularly gratified by the letter from
the wife of Kenneth Patchen who
is a highly respected and excitin
(Continued on page 8)

‘R e s p o n s e ’at Princeton
Views Contemporary Man
Every spring the students of Princeton University con
duct a three-day symposium to investigate an important as
pect of life today. This year the symposium will explore the
changing role of the individual in society. The students of
Princeton extend an invitation to all to participate in Re
sponse 1967, “Man in the Maze of the Masses,” which will
take place on the Princeton campus April 14, 15 and 16.
RESPONSE
Below is a list, although by no
Synanon; Ralph Metzner, The
means complete, of those events
Cathalia Foundation
already scheduled for this year’s
Response.
CENSORSHIP
Friday, April 14
Paul Krassner, Editor, The
Realist magazine, William O.
10:00 a.m.— Response Weekend
Douglas, Justice, U. S. Su
Begins. Registration and Infor
preme Court. Jack Valenti,
mation Booth opens at Chan
Pres. Motion Picture Associa
cellor Green Student Center
8:00 p.m. — INTRODUCTORY
tion
PANEL — Dillon Gymnasium THE HOMOSEXUAL IN AMER
Paul Krassner — Editor, The ICA (Lecture)—Richard Leitch,
Realist magazine, A1 Capp—
Representative, The Mattacartoonist, Others
chine Soc.
9:30 p.m. — Concert, McCarter
2:00 p.m. — CIVIL DISOBEDI
Theatre (Price separate) The
ENCE — Lincoln O. Lynch,
Paul Butterfield Blues Band
Asst. Dir., CORE. Hosea Wil
10:00 p.m.—Student Mixer—Dil
liams, Asst. Dir. South. Christ.
lon Gym ($.75)
Lead. Coni. Rev. Shelby Rooks,
Saturday, April 15
Minister,
Harlem.
Vincent
10:00 a.m.—DRUGS AND INDI
Broderick,
Former
Police
VIDUAL FREEDOM— Robert
Comm., N.Y.C. David Miller,
Walsh, Assistant D.A., King’s
Staff Member, Tha Catholic
County, N. Y .; Dr. Graham
Worker
Blaine, Inst. Psychiatrist, Har
(Continued on Page 5)
vard U.; Representative from

Key to Landscape Plans

A—Taxus densiformis
C—Black Pine
D—Crabapple
E—Anaanogowa Cherry
I—Russian Olive
K—Praecox contoneaster
The drawing of the landscaping plans for the mall between
college high school and the administration building

Hom e of the Dancing Hamburger

West’s Diner
Rt. 46
Little Falls, N. J.
Where Good Friends Come to Eat and Meet
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STUDENTS ANNOUNCE CANDIDACY
April 2 Oth Is Date
For SGA Elections
Once again students will be able to choose qualified lead
ers for student government officers in the upcoming SGA
elections. This year the elections will be held on April 20,
from 9 to 5 in the Fishbowl. Reflecting upon his own experi
ence, present president, Joe Kloza said: “The most important
quality of an officer is initiative. You have to look for things
to improve.”
The offices of President, vicepresident, secretary and treasur
er are open to iall eligible stu
dents. Prospective candidates
must be members of the class
of 1969 and have a cumulative
average of at least 2.5. For the
office of secretary, the candidate
may be a member of the class
of 1970.
Petitions requiring H50 signa
tures were available to the can
didates from April 3 to April
10. Actual campaigning -will be
gin on April 17. Posters may
be put up in Life Hall cafeteria
only. Campaign rallies may also
be scheduled.
Campaign speeches are sched
uled to be given on April 18, at
4 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium.
The voting will be held on April
20. Students must show their
SGA cards to be eligible to vote.
An issue on reapportionment
of department representatives
will also be on the ballot. Under
the present legislation, each aca
demic department of the -college
has two representatives in the
SGA legislature. A revision in
the Constitution would enable
a reapportionment of the legis
lative
body.
Representatives
would be chosen according to
the number of students in the
departments. The number of re
presentatives would -be kept be
low 50.

PRESIDENT
Initiates Action
To the Editor:
The obvious quality that one
should look for in a political
candidate is leadership, but as
with all abstract words o n e
must first decide what is im
plied by the term.
Personally, I feel that leader
ship has ia twofold meaning. The
first is to initiate the action of
the group, to not only be t h e
hub but to be the propelling
force. The leader must decide,
moves and be the explosion be
hind, and yet in front of all.
The other meaning that I find
in leadership is to guide, t o
know the group, and to be the
combining force which -brings
all the positive aspects together
and makes theim into one.
After considering the criteria
for leadership, I -can say that I
want the opportunity to prove
that I can fulfill the necessary
obligations of leadership, and
that as students of this school
we can work together to make
what we may of it. It is with
Annual Second-hand Book
and Music Sale
College Women’s Club
of Montclair
April 12-22
12-14 Midland Avenue,
Montclair
9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Sat.

this feeling that I place myself
ias a candidate for President of
the Student Government Associ
ation.
Sincerely
John H. Dennis
Program Announced
To the Editor:
The constitution of the Student
Government Association gives
the technical qualifications for
the executive branch. A student
should be ashamed to run solely
on those qualifications.
Anybody seeking a high stu
dent office should have a know
ledge of the needs of the college
and the Student Government As
sociation. He should also be a
member of diverse student or
ganizations so he can better un
derstand the desires of the stu
dent body.
As SGA reporter and Make-Up
Editor of the Montclaxion. as a
m e m b e r of the Commuter
Chronicle staff, as a member of
the College Life Union Board
and as a member o f Dean Blant
on’s Student Advisory Board I
have been able to acquaint my
self with the needs of the College
as well as those people who are
working for those needs. As an
employee of the A-V Center and
as a member of Alpha Phi Ome
ga, IRC, Newman Club, Gal
umph, and the Student Educa
tion Assn. I have been able to
meet students in various phases
of campus life.
At the present time there is
not as much student participa
tion in the SGA as there should
be; I hope that this election will
-create future interest n SGA af
fairs. I sincerely hope that the
upcoming election will not de
generate into a high-school po
pularity contest. I hope that it
can be -based on policies, not
personalities,
programs,
not
generalities.
If elected, I pledge myself to
carry out, to the best of my abi
lity, the following 7 point pro
gram:
1. To make the solution of the
parking problem the major goal
of next year’s SGA.
2. To abolish the present Dress
Code and to fight against any
effort by either the administra
tion or an Academic Depart
ment to force -clothing -conform
ity in the classroom.
3. To petition the Scheduling
Office to place only free elec
tive courses on Saturdays so
that no one will be forced to
come to school on weekends.
4. To expand the Human Re
lations Laboratory.
5. To stop S.G.A. payment of
yearbooks to non-seniors. Those
who desire yearbooks will be
permitted to voluntarily buy
them.
6. To redistribute the money
saved by the above step to other
campus activities such as VMS,
CLUB, IRC, MOC, Players and
Publications.
7. To petition the State Legis-

lature to permit dorm students
to have cars on -campus when
ever sufficient parking space is
available.
All of those students who
agree to the above programs, or
parts of it, and all those students
who wish to make the Student
Government
Association
the
most powerful and respected or
ganization on this campus are
asked to support me -in my bid
for the Presidency of the SGA.
Respectfully yours,
Stan Gurski
Conscious Efforts
Dear Sir:
It is time for a new revolu
tion! ! Human power working
not from without but from with
in the already established insti
tutions to bring about a new re
volution. We
all speak of
change, but we look for this
change outside of existing -gov
ernmental systems. We say they
have grown old and corrupt, no
longer representing the people,
but in truth we have not made
a conscious effort to make these
institutions reflect what we pro
fess to want.
When we say we hate the sy
stem we actually hate what we
have allowed it to become. If it
is inefficient; if it is cruel; if it
is corrupt; if it is all these
things and more; it is because
we have allowed it to be. Now
there must be a change if we
wish it or not. History demands
it and to history indifference is
a death notice!
Institutions are needed. We
cannot have our aspirations rea
lized without them. For an hon
est future we must -change the
established institutions into what
we want them to be. For exam
ple, the -institution of education.
We as students and would-be
teachers look about us and what
do we see? We see that institu
tion, the one that -should be
most vital, full -of life and ima
gination, dying in its own stag
nant apathy. And who is to
blame? Is it the monster
bureaucracy or is it us, we who
by our silence allow, if not cre
ate it? “ The fault dear Brutus
lies not in our stars, but in our
selves!”
Therefore, without regards to
odds or opportunity, I hearby
announce my candidacy for the
office of president of the S.G.A.
I do so in the hope that there
are others who believe as I do.
Conscience makes -it impossible
for me not to run. To do other
wise would be an infringement
upon my conscience.
I remain respectfully y-ours,
Joseph “ Buddha” Singleton
Attain Understanding
Fellow Students:
I am announcing my candid
acy for Student Government As
sociation President. I -feel my
experiences as a Wing Coun
cilor,
Carnival Co-chairman,
Student Union Planning Com
mittee member and Dean’s Stu
dent Advisory Board member
have given me a dual insight
on the needs and diplomacy of
working with the students and
administration. From these ex
periences I have -gained a grow
ing interest in my school and
fellow students; I therefore feel
I can do more for them. At this
time I see little need to dwell
on specifics but my general
goals will be to attain a basic
understanding between adminis

tration, faculty, and student; to
strive for student independence
and to create an efficient and
dynamic legislature.
Respectfully,
Thomas -F. Stepnowski

VICE-PRESIDENT
Well-Equipped and Eager
To the Editor:
I hereby announce imy can
didacy for the office of vice-pre
sident of the Student Govern
ment Association of Montclair
State College.
As an interested -student o f
Montclair State, I feel that I
can offer my time, services, and
energy in the capacity of vicepresident of the SGA for the
betterment of our college. Hav
ing participated in numerous
activities and organizations o n
campus, I have gained much in
sight into the problems of our
rapidly changing and expand
ing school. I have definite con
structive ideas and concepts,
which with the -approval of the
student body, I would like to im
plement.
As a -commuter, I -am entire
ly familiar with the problems
that face this part of our stu
dent body. I have discus-sed the
various traffic problems with
the proper authorities and have
given consideration to several
plans of action.
In serving as publicity chair
man of the College Life Union
Board, I Have come into con
tact with virtually every aspect
of the college community. While
working -closely with those plan
ning the new student union
building, I -can see the -great po
tential of Montclair being car
ried out. Finally in employing
the many points I have learned
by being on the executive board
of CLUB, -a member of the In
ter-Fraternity Council and by at
tending the 1966 Association of
College Unions conference, and
numerous SGA meetings, I feel
I am well equipped and eager
to work for the advancement of
Montclair State.
Respectfully yours,
M. Robert Hillenbrand

meetings -and to make their op
inions known. I would also try
to get ia better communication
between the SGA representa
tives and the people they are re
presenting. I would like to see
more outside students on SGA
committees.
A student government can
only be as active as the student
body it represents. I think one
way the students can show their
interest in running the school is
to vote in the upcoming elec
tions. There is no reason why
there should not be a 100 percent
turnout in the voting. It is the
right and duty of every student
to 'become informed of the is
sues and vote on April 20. Mont
clair can only move forward if
every student accepts this re
sponsibility.
Sincerely yours
James Hoyt

SECRETARY
New Innovations
The Student Government As
sociation is an organization of
the students of MSC, by the stu
dents of MSC, and for the stu
dents of MSC. It serves various
needs of students and initiates
new innovations.
As a student at Montclair
State and a member of the stu
dent legislature, I hereby de
clare my candidacy for the of
fice of Secretary of the Student
Government Association. Hav
ing served this year as a legis
lator, I have gained valuable ex
perience in and knowledge of
the workings and policies of our
(Continued on Page 12)

Juniors to Hold

Belter Communication'

Dear Editor:
I would like to announce my
candidacy for the office of VicePresident of the Student Gov
ernment Association of Mont
clair State College for the 196768 school year.
I have been very active in
College activities in the two
years I have been at Montclair.
I have served as ia committee
chairman for Freshman Ori
entation Week and I was chair
man for the Sophomore Home
coming. I am now serving as a
committee chairman for t h i s
years Carnival and also I am
the class of 1969’s representative
to CLUB.
I am running for this office be
cause I feel it will be the most
effective way of getting m o r e
students interested in Student
Government affairs. We are a
growing college and many more
students will have to play an ac
tive role in the running of the
college if we are to continue to
uphold the standards which we
have set for ourselves. An effi-1
ciently run legislature is the key
step in getting this student re
sponse.
If elected I would encourage
students to attend the SGA

Spring Informal
The Junior Class and t h e i r
dates are invited to attend the
annual Junior Informal to be
held on Fri., April 21, 8:00 p.m.
to 1:00 p.m. at Casino de Charlz,
Totowa, N.J.
The program for the evening
will begin with a Social Hour,
8:00-8:45 p.m., followed by din
ner at 9:00 SHARP and dancing
from 9:00-1:00 a.m.
The dress for the evening will
be cocktail dresses and dark
suits. The ladies will receive
Brandy snifters as favors.
200 tickets at $7.00 a couple
will go on sale April 3-19. Table
reservations will be taken on
purchase of tickets. Arrange
ments for photographs and map
directions to Casino de Charlz
will be distributed.
It is hoped that all will attend
and make this year’s Junior In
formal a success.

A P R I L 27, 28, 29
MAY 1
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SGA ElectionsMerely a Rite?
Once again Spring has come to campuses
across the country. With the annual rite
of Spring comes the annual rite of student
government elections. Many might consider
them one in the same; they’re not. The
rites require a tan, the elections do not.
Seriously though, the student government
elections are the most important event on
any campus. It is at these elections that
the students may elect their spokesmen. A
great responsibility is given to the people who
are elected to these offices. The letters of
candidacy show that most candidates possess
a knowledge of these responsibilities. Many
fine plans and promises are present in these
letters. We hope that whoever wins will
carry out these promises. We also hope that
they will realize the trust placed in them
upon their elections.
The day for elections is quickly approach
ing. Look at the candidates, realistically
evaluate them. Poor officers are the result
of incapable and thoughtless voting on elec
tion day. Only thought and serious consider
ation can turn a rite into an election.

The MarathonA Time To Care
The marathon is this weekend. Now is
your opportunity to show others that you
care about your college. You do care, don’t
you? Show us! Spend some time at the
Marathon.

Scholasticism vs. Socialism
From the title of this editorial, one might
be mistakingly led into believing that the
topic of the following expose will concern
St. Thomas Aquinas and Karl Marx. Not
quite. In fact, this editorial is dealing with
a topic of seemingly more concern to stu
dents of the twentieth century—fraternity
and sorority life. This is not to say that to
day’s college students couldn’t care less about
the great geniuses who shaped the course of
history. But by using reverse psychology,
we hope to attract the attention of the social
studies majors, the pseudo-intellectuals, the
intelligentsia, and anyone else who might
be perusing this page.
Sororities and fraternities have been pres
ent on the MSC campus since 1927 (Senate
is the oldest frat). Anyone affiliated with
any one of the twenty-odd Greek systems on
campus will attest to their inestimable so
cial and cultural value (in addition to “mix
ers,” the various organizations often sponsor
field trips to plays and other areas of in
terest). Yet these groups have been misnomered and set apart as merely “social”
organizations. But aren’t all clubs and school
functions “social” in nature?
The question raised from time immemorial
concerning membership in a fraternity or
sorority is about the necessity of minimum
cumulative pioint average. Recently, IFC
abolished this prerequisite for admission into
a frat; sororities still maintain that brain
power plus that “extra something” is neces
sary. Many a disappointed girl has been told
with much regret that she just doesn’t have
the “cum” to pledge, even though she may
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from
The President’s Desk
PARKING PROBLEMS PLAGUE US AGAIN
I returned to campus at noon on Monday (after having
been at a Sunday evening-Monday morning meeting outside
of Philadelphia) and found that our parking situation had
developed some serious snags. Of course the seniors who had
been out student teaching had returned to the campus—but
this had been expected. What then had caused the shortage
o f parking spaces, the foul-up, and the confusion?

Parking a.t our college during
last school year was tight but
careful study indicated that by
the end of the year parking was
have gained the favor of many of the sisters available some place for every
of that particular sorority.
student wanting space. During
So the question remains: Should social or our planning for this school year
ganizations have scholastic requirements? I was assured that we would ab
The opinions are varied, but it is obvious that solutely have as 'proportionally
anyone who is just about flunking out of col as many .parking spaces for this
lege will be unable to participate satisfac school year as we had for the
torily in the many time-consuming activities last. A careful study had been
of a sorority or fraternity. And then there made in April and May of last
is the omnipresent accusation of discrimina and calculating for the increase
in enrollment and in faculty,
tion pro the intelligentsia.
spaces
this
year
We of the Monlclarion staff cannot speak parking
for the IFC, ISC, and the various organiza were to be at least as avail
tions. Perhaps this same question has been able as they were during the
vexing you or your friends. If so, do some school year of 1965-66. But the
thing about it. Voice your opinion to the problem could not wait for the
proper authorities as to what you feel a sor solution of its cause; some im
ority or fraternity should require of its can mediate steps needed to betaken.
didates. The age of the closed mouth is “ out.” Instructions were issued Monday
afternoon for the immediate
preparation of two temporary
The “New Look”
parking areas—one in front of
With the announcement of the campus Stone Hall and the other (behind
landscaping plans, we of the Montclarion the amphitheater. One of these
would like to commend the administration spaces were to be marked off
on this clean-up program. As a focal point and in use on Tuesday morning
of the campus, the newly planted trees and and the other was to be resur
shrubs will certainly add a fresh, new look faced in a more acceptable man
to the previously barren area facing College ner and was to be available by
Hall.
the following week. I trust that
Due to the utilization of the area during by the time you have read this
the two-day Carnival period each spring, the article a satisfactory temporary
land has always remained unlandscaped. solution will have been Obtained.
However, we feel there are many other avail
But what was the cause of the
able spaces on campus that also may be used original problem? I have now
for this event. The decision to finally land had an opportunity to look into
scape that area was definitely the right step this matter and I would like to
toward enhancing the college grounds.
describe some aspects of this
Other landscaping plans are now being dilemma.
scheduled by the maintenance department for
1. There seems to be a sizable
the area facing Chapin Hall and the west en
increase in the number of cairs
trance to College Hall. This “new look” to
brought on campus by seniors
the campus will certainly be welcomed, but
for the first time on Monday,
it can only be completed through the cooper
and this was not anticipated.
ation of the student body. During the plant
We know that many of these
ing period, we ask the students to use the
cars have not been on campus
sidewalks and not to damage the newly
before because numbers of
seeded areas. By student cooperatin now, the
seniors registered them for
administration will have more of an incen
the first time with Mr. Mctive to consider future campus improvement
Ginty on that day.
programs.
2. We have been chronically
We want a “new look” and will look for
handicapped by (having 20 to
ward to future build-up campaigns which
30 cars without decals park
can come about by student cooperation given
each day. This number has
now.
constantly increased and al
though action is taken, it is
The Revised Dress Code
time consuming: It takes two
to three weeks to find the
On Feb. 28, the SGA Legislature passed
owner.
'a revised Dress Code Bill, guaranteeing
3. Because
of
unpredictable
students the privilege to wear casual dress,
changes in 'construction sched
such as slacks and shorts to their classes.
ules, there seems to be more
However, the final decision as to the right
contractors’ cars than was an
of the student to sport such apparrel is
ticipated. There must be at
being left to the individual department
least 50 or 60 of these cars
chairman. Many department heads do not
with us at this time and it is
concur with the SGA Legislature and state
impossible not to accom
that the students in their departments must
modate them.
conform to the former ruling of appropriate
4. Even where there are parking
school attire.
We of the Montclarion staff are aware
spaces available, some indi
that an injustice is being done to those who
viduals tend to park in access
roads and thus block off some
feel they are being “gypped.” Their friends in
spaces which could otherwise
another department can dress “comfortably”
for classes, but they cannot. Something must
be used.
5. Perhaps the single most sig
be done to remedy the situation. Either there
nificant reason for the crowd
should be no deviation from the rule or else
ed parking lots is that our stu
no rule. We are aware of the fact that “ a
dent body has drastically in
teacher’s classroom is his castle,” but still
creased the number of cars it
the obvious injustice of the situation cannot
owns. I know that this is an
go unnoticed.
4
indication of our prosperity

and it should make us happy.
We have never had as large a
proportion of vehicles in the
past—for example, there were
as many decals sold to fresh
men as there are freshmen.
To the faculty members or
students who were inconveni
enced, caused to be late, or
frustated, the above explanation
will not -help much. The fact that
parking problems go back many
years at this institution and that
parking is a major difficulty in
many colleges in this state and
across the country would also not
help the individual very much.
If people who could conveniently
use public transportation or
travel in car pools would make
a change in their commuting
habits, this would solve the prob
lem. But, on a beautiful spring
day one cannot be too optimistic
about this solution either.
I know that any discussion
about parking problems, or
lounge crowdedness or cafeteria
conjestion, will inevitably come
around to the question as to
whether Montclair State College
is trying to accommodate too
many students. This is a very
easy question to answer if you
are a student who has already
been accepted and are in attend
ance at Montclair. As you know,
New Jersey’s need in higher edu
cation is great and Montclair al
ways turns away thousands of
students. It was desirable for us
to accommodate as many stu
dents as possible and the fresh
man class is certainly a splendid,
well qualified group; the extra
one or two hundred are worth
the inconvenience.
In conclusion, let me restate
the basic characteristics of
parking planning which were
used for this school year. Pro
portionately, we have as many
parking spaces now as we had
last year, but other conditions
have changed. I trust that the
new emergency parking areas
will be satisfactory to get us
through the rest of this school
year. I would like to thank the
many people who displayed
patience, understanding and tol
erance during this difficult time.

Remember
The
Marathon

Is
This
Weekend
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Letters To The Editor
The editors request that stu
dents who submit letters to
the MONTCLARION kindly
limit them to 200 words and
submit them typed, double
spaced.

abetted by those in student gov
ernment, yet feeling a real sense
of concern, offers to: (1) furn
ish the cost of repairing the ban
ner, or (2) submit two hundredfifty dollars to the Montclair
Student Government Association
in order that a new banner be
purchased if repair is impossi
ble or inadvisable. Please in
form us of the decision and we
shall abide by it.
Cordially,
Virgil W. Gillenwater
President
Leonard Patrizi
President,
Student Executive Board

To the Editor'
CLUB and the Panzer School
deserve high praise for bring
ing the Duquesne University
TAMBURITZANS to the Montchair campus on Sun., March
5. This group’s performance was
of such an accomplished na
ture as to place it in the very
highest category of cultural ex
periences provided here at Mont
clair State College.
Praise for Quarterly
Sincerely,
Dear Mr. Larsen:
Allan Morehead ’34
Thank you for your letter and
Dean of the College
Editor’s Note: We join Dean a copy of ‘Quarterly’. We are
grateful for both, and we are
Morehead im his praise.
indeed pleased to accept your
to exchange publications. We
To the Editor:
On behalf of myself and the would send all back issues ex
cept that none are available;
members o f the basketball however, we have entered your
team, I would like to thank the name in the subscription list and
student body for their support the Spring issue which is due
during the basketball season. out this weekend will start our
Without your interest and en happy exchange.
thusiasm our successes would
Instead of a comment on the
not have been as meaningful. ‘Quarterly’ we’d like to present
We greatly appreciated atten 10-20 pages of materials repre
dance at the play-off game with sentative of your publication.
Trenton State for the NAIA tour We’d
like
your
own art
nament. You are to be congra icle “ Sound and Movement in
tulated on your fine spirit. Your Poetry and Music” to be one of
conduct very well exemplified the selctions if possible, and
the dignity of Montclair State.
Thank you again.
Sincerely,
David L. Watkins
Basketball Coach

while we are Impressed with
your poetry and Miss Wald’s
we want not to interfere with a
rounded out feature as fully re
presentative as possible. If you
can we’d greatly appreciate this
feature, which would best serve
to introduce dramatically the
properties of ‘Quarterly’ to our
reader.
At the same time we’d
like for your staff to design
copy for an advertisement for
‘Quarterly’ to appear in our page
We note that the subscription is
by Student Fee card, and so
we’d need to know the rate per
year and issue for non-students
wishing to subscribe. We would
also need a brief statement giv
ing the history and the purpose of
Quarterly, that is, thait it
functions to support the creative
talent of Montclair State College
and is or is not closed remiss
to the student body (this would
be important to keep you from
being deluged with manuscripts
from writers all around and
around the world, for the matter.
Also, after the feature we’d be
most happy to read work from
you, collectively you, for regular
publication...
Again, thank you for yourself,
so finely sent and may we hear
from you again soon.
Yours sincerely,
D. V. Smith
Human Voice Quarterly

SEAM SLANT

Trenton’s Response

Dear President Richardson, fa
culty and students of Montclair
State Colege:
On behalf of the faculty and
students of Trenton State College
we tender our official apology
for the unfortunate incident that
culminated in the tearing of
your college banner during the
recent basketball game in Mon
mouth. We in no measure con
done the actions of these few
students who admittedly might
initially have had only a prank
in mind but let it generate into
a destructive act.
Trenton State College athletes
look forward to competing with
Montclair State athletic teams
on the same healthy plane that
has always existed. We look for
ward, as well, to cooperating in
every way possible in helping
meet the many needs of New
Jersey and its youth. We sin
cerely hope that the incident is
not regarded as a display of
sportsmanship fostered by the
student body of Trenton State.
The Student Executive Board,
recognizing that the incident
was in no manner suggested or
CLUB presents “ Chad a n d
Jeremy In Concert” at 8:00
p.m. in the Panzer Gym. Chad
and Jeremy’s biggest hits are
"Summer Song," "Before a n d
After" and "Yeiierday’i Gone."

Tickets will be priced at $1.50
with SGA card, $2.50 for stu
dents, and $3.00 for adults.
Jack Dennis, concert chair
man, promises an interesting
and entertaining program.
Tickets will be on sale at the
Fishbowl.

April is Teaching Career Month, a national observance
honoring all teachers. It is also the call for the dedication of
today’s students to a caroer of real challenges and real re
wards. The theme this month is “Teach Me!” ; this is the cry
of all the children of the world, not just of New Jersey. Look
at the picture of the little girl on the Teaching Career Month
poster in Life Hall. She, like the millions of other children in
the world, is begging for the
expert and knowledgeable teach
nial national conference, but this
er to make life a little more in
year they are holding, instead of
teresting.
a national conference involving
You, as the teacher, must be twelve hundred people, an 18
ready to face this challenge. month Non-Conference involving
You must know the needs of your tens of thousands of people, not
students and know how to help for discourse, but for action.
them. Tonight, Wednesday, Ap There are demonstration centers
ril 12, SEAM and IRC are spon where new ideas of team teach
soring a Teach-in on academic ing, auxiliary personnel and the,
freedom. This is a topic that staffing of schools are actually
all of us, as future teachers, being tried out. You can parti
should be vitally interested in. cipate in this adventure.
What will we teach? Must we
We have materials for you to
teach only the school’s “dogma”
read
and passes which will al
and deny free discourse to the
student because that is the way low you to visit one of the 100the operation works? Are we to Cities Assembly Centers and de
innovate, or merely accede to monstration centers without
the guidelines of the “ officials?” charge. If you are interested in
How far does this freedom ex learning more about the Nontend - can we honestly exclude Conference or you would like to
another’s idea in favor of our go to the 100-Cities Assembly on
own? Is there a limit on acade April 29, leave me a note under
mic freedom? If you cam answer the SEAM plaque in Life Hall
all these questions, come and with your name and phone num
tell me --I can’t. Come to ber, and I will get in touch with
night and we’ll see if they can you.
be answered at all.
Incidentally, for those of you
On April 29, there will be an who are interested, there is an
event known as the 100-Cities NJEA report of all the education
Assembly in Trenton, in New related bills presently before the
Jersey and several near by lo New Jersey Legislature —23 bills
calities in New York. It is a new in all. So remember, for Teach
idea, brought out by NCTEPS ing Career Month, learn about
(National Commission on Teach academic freedom amd team tea
er Education amd Professional ching -- now.
Standards) and found as part of
Robert Grace
the Year otf the Non-Oonference.
NCTEPS usually holds a bien
President, SEAM
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Financial Aids
by Ulrich Neuner

NEW JERSEY STATE SCHOLARSHIPS
The New Jersey State Scholarship Commission in March
announced the names of 4,597 students who will receive State
awards beginning in the fall of 1967. This is the ninth annual
announcement of the commission since the program began
in 1959.
Dr. Elizabeth L. Ehart, Director of State Scholarships,
State Department of Education, said that the award recipients
were selected from more than
22,500 students who had made applying (and 65 per cent of all
application for the awards.
students going to college were
“ There was an increase of 20
per cent in student applicants
this year,” Dr Ehart said.
“ This” she added, contributed to
a more competitive situation.”
“ New Jersey has one of the
largest and most complete finan
cial aid programs for college
students in the United States.”
Dr. Ehart said. “With the adop
tion last summer of the Incentive
Scholarship Program, New Jer
sey became even more nationally
prominent in this field.”
During the past year, nearly
1,000
undergraduate
college
students received State Scholar
ships and 2,255 of these received
additional stipends to offset high
tuition and fee charges at schools
located within the State. Outside
the State, recipient students at
tended more than 600 different
colleges and universities.
Of the 22,500 students who made
application for the awards an
nounced today, the commission
selected those students who had
the greatest need for financial
aid in obtaining a college educa
tion and who also presented a
satisfactory high school record
and College Entrance Examina
tion Board test scores.
In addition to meeting these
qualifications, the applicants (1)
had to have been residents of
New Jersey for at least 12 month
immediately preceding the date
of their application, (2) must
have graduated from high school
within a period of not greater than
one year from the date of their
application
(execpt
for time
spent in Armed Forces of the
United States) and (3) must have
demonstrated high moral char
acter, good citizenship, and
dedication to American ideals.
Awards are granted for a fouryear period, renewable annually.
Although students are eligible
to apply for State Scholarships
while they are freshmen in col
lege, should they be granted an
award they may not receive it
beyond the period which usually
comprises a four-year under
graduate program. This means
that if a freshman applicant is
granted a scholarship, he will
receive stipends for a three-year
period instead of four, in con
trast to the four-year period of
eligibility granted to high school
seniors.
State scholarships pay recip
ients $500 a year or the amount
of tuition, whichever is less.
Awards are renewable and may
be held throughout the period of
undergraduate study. Thirty-five
per cent of the scholarships available may be awarded to
students attending colleges out
side the State.
“ Students should apply for
State awards early in their senior
year of high school,” Dr. Ehart
said. The Scholarship Commis
sion sends brochures describing
the program, and application
blanks to all of the high schools
and colleges in the State early
in the fall.
If students are interested in

during the past year) they need
to take the first step by filing a
preliminary application with the
Commission by the middle of
November, 1967.
In June of 1966, the New Jersey
Legislature made available a
program of additional awards to
students attending colleges and
universities located within the
State with tuition and fee charges
over $500. Through this program,
students in New Jersey schools
who are selected by the Scholar
ship Commission to receive basic
awards become eligible for add
itional stipends to meet the cost
of tuition and fee charges. Awards
pay $100 to $500 and are related
to college cost and degree of
financial need. Over 2,2|50 Incen
tive Awards were granted for the
1966-67 academic year.
Further information on both
programs may be obtained from
high school guidance offices,
college financial aid officers and
by writing to the New Jersey
State
Scholarship
Program,
Department of Education, 225
West State Street, Trenton, New
Jersey, 08625.

Response
(Continued fzom page 2)
THE DRAFT

Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, Direc
tor, Selective Service. George
Willoughby, Central Commit
tee of Conscientious Objectors
Tom Hayden, Founder, SDS;
Newark Community
Union
Project
BUSINESS AND THE COMMU
NITY —James Ridgeway, Asst.
Editor, The New Republic.

Marquis Childs, Columnist.
Franklin Lindsay, Itek Corpo
ration. Ralph Nader, Author,Unsafe at Any Speed
4:30 p.m__ SEXUAL MORES OF
MODERN AMERICA — Dr.

George
Langmyhr,
Rep.,
Planned Parenthood Federa
tion. Graham Blaine, Inst. Psy
chiatrist, Harvard U.
MASS MEDIA AND PROPA
GANDA—Don Barnhouse, Tele

vision Commentator. A1 Capp,
Cartoonist.
Representative
from Tass, Soviet News Agen
cy.
THE INDIVIDUAL AND POLI
TICAL POWER— Robert Sweet,

Deputy Mayor, New York City.
Arthur Krock, Columnist, The
New York Times. Tom Hay
den, Founder, SDS; Newark
Community Union Project
8:00 p.m. — “ Action-Response”
Happening—Armory ($.99)
Sunday. April 16
2:00 p.m.—Outdoor Jazz Concert

Cannon Green (Free)
Tickets for Response are avail
able from Erne9t Jaeger, Publi
cations Office.
The students of Princeton Uni
versity- look forward to an ex
citing weekend and hope that
many will join them in the expe
rience.
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Marathon
Friday, April 141h
8:00 P.M.—Warren Gordon Or
chestra
Delta Omicron Pi __ Opening

Dance
8:30—Speakers:

Joseph

Kloza,

President Student Government
Association
Dr.

Thomas

H.

Richardson,

President Montclair State Col
lege
8:45—Warren Gordon Orchestra
9:30—Miss Montclair State .

Miss Nadine Udall—A sopho
more speech major, Nadine is
a member of Sigma Delta Phi
and CLUB. She will be cochairman for Homecoming
1967-68.

Janice Matisse

The Third Estate

9:35— Carlisle Trio — This folk

group was formed last year
in Stone Hall by Art Erickson,
Gary Novosielski, and Henry
Nerenberg. The trio has per
formed at the Alley Club,
Homecoming, and will be ap
pearing at the Hoot Night at
Gerdie’s Folk City in New York
City.

Back Fence in Greenwich Vil
New York area.
lage
10:00— Children's Show—Art De
4:30—Life is a Brown Bag—Jane
partment
10:45— Dr. Alan Morehead— Dean
11:15— Fencing Exhibition — A
Farnam and Ann Wang
of the College
5:00— Dominic — MC at Gerde’s
winner of tennis and fencing
Folk City, Greenwich V illa g echampionships, Mr. Walt Gay10:55— Sigma Della Phi— “ O say
10:00—Variety

can you see watermelon seeds
»*
11:05—Veronica Hoffmeisler and
Bob Demko—Show Tunes—A

sophomore speech major, Ver
onica has played leading roles
in “ The King and I,” “ Brigadoon,” “ Carousel,’ ’ and “ Spoon
River Anthology.”
11:30—Dirdy Birdies Jug Band—

A ragtime, bluegrass, rhythm
and blues band, the Dirdy Bir
dies consist of Sandy Loam,
Fender Mc-T-Bird, T. M. Bear,
Maple Leaf Viburnum, Ty Clip,
and Guano Pyle. They have
played at Gerde’s Folk City in
Greenwich Village and at the
Bitter End Cafe.
12:15

Saturday, April 15th
A.M.—Dark Ages— Rock,

Rhythm, and Blues
1:00—Jeff Bleeke and Jane Bogossian—Folk Music
1:15— Dave Witcher Combo—Jazz
2:00— John Cole Five—Pop—This

instrumental group is com
posed of John Cole (Trumpet),
Bob Fisher (Trumpet), Henry
Nerenberg (Piano), Jerry Bogner (Drums), and Ray Hannisian (Bass).
2:35— Del Jones Combo—Jazz—
Del is a junior music major at
Montclair State. He has toured
Virginia and the Carolinas with
“ Doug Clark and the HotNuts.”
3:00—Glenn Miller Medley
3:15—Sing-Along—Bonnie Marranca
3:30—Bob Jennings Trio—Jazz
4:00—Bob Horan — From the

lor has been acting headmas, ter and fencing instructor at
the U. S. Naval Academy. He
is currently the editor of
“ Technical Survey Magazine.”
11:30— Children's Show—Players
12:00 P.M.—Roundabouts—A duo
consisting of the voices and
guitars of Sherry Silver and
Debbra Showers, the group
sings folk, folk-rock, and show
music
12:10— Judo Exhibition
12:25— Twirlers
12:30—Hawaiian Dance
6:30—Harry Hutchinson III— 12:35—The Country Men — Will
Readings
Cripps and Don “ Bucky” Bu7:00—Return of Vaudeville—The
channon
Galumph Staff—Oldtime black 1:00—Sinfonia—Stage Band
outs, one-line jokes, and the
Vocalists—Pat La Carruba and
music of the 20’s and 30’s Will
Joy James
be presented by Harry Free 1:45— Piano Duets—Show Tunes
man, William McGowan, Bon
Marcia Mehlman, Paul Shep
nie Marranca, Carol Becker,
pard, John Lo Biondo
Donald Mayer, Millie Taylor, 2:15— Sinfonia—Stage Band
Larry “ the banjo player,” Bar 3:00— Janice Matisse—Accompa
bara Demeitri, Terri McKnight,
nied by Jim Bender — Show
and Lois Rogers.
Tunes and Selections from Car
7:30—Dirdy Birdies Jug Band
men—Miss Matisse, wife of
8:30—Twilight Four—Pop
Lawton W. Blanton, Dean of
9:00— Mike Rosenthal — “ Nature
Students at Montclair State,
at Cheesequake” —Mr. Rosen
has performed the role of “ Car
thal, a mathematics teacher at
men” eight times since last
Wayne Valley Senior High
Fall, including a production in
School, is employed by the New
Town Hall sponsored by New
Jersey Department of Conser
York University. During the
vation and Economic Develop
coming months she will appear
ment as a naturalist at Cheesewith the Bloomfield Civic Chor
quake State Park.
us and the New Jersey Sym
9:30—The Magic Clown — Bruce
phony. Miss Matisse will be
Burkan has performed his ma
alto soloist in the oratorio
gic tricks and balloon act be
Elijah at Central Presby
fore many audiences in the' terian Church in Montclair on
Dominie Chianese, actor and
folk-singer, ¡began his stage ca
reer in 1952 with the American
Savoyards, a professional Gil
bert and Sullivan repertory
company. He has appeared in
professional productions of “ Ir
ma La Douce,” “ The Fantasticks,”
“ Damn
Yankees,”
“ Three Penny Opera,” “ The
Boyfriend,” “ Oliver” (Naitonal Company), and “ The Male
Animal.”
6:00 — Dolphins — International
Folk Artists

The Carlisle Trio

Jane Bogossian
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The Dark Ages
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C

April 30 and will also sing in
he was one of the three stu
Aida
at Bergen County’s dents chosen to represent Mont
Tech Theatre on April 29. Be
clair State at the Guild’s na
ginning in June she will be the tional convention last summer
soloist at the Ocean Grove
in Atlanta, Georgia.
Auditorium for the season.
7:00—UP WITH PEOPLE— cast
3:30— Sinfonia— Stage Band
of 100
4:00— Dr. Edward Szabo and Mr. 8:00—Get Together— David Wil
Murray
Present
perform
lingham, Paul Larsen, and
Brahm's Sonata No. 11 in F
Jack Carone — David Willing
Major, Opus 99 for Violin-Cello
ham has acted at the McCarter
and Piano.
Theater in Princeton and ap
4:30—Universe — Mitch Struble
peared on a national television
—The purpose of this slide and
broadcasting of Ben Johnson’s
tape program is to allow the
play, "The Silent Woman.” He
> audience to experience a unity
has sung with many jazz and
between art and science.
folk groups and is now arrang
5:00—Is God Dead, or is Man
er for “ The Dirdy Birdies Jug
Dying?
Band.”
Panel Discussion — Steve Be 8:30—Nebuchadnezzar and the
vins, Moderator—One of the
Babylonians—Rock
participating panel members 9:00— Jeff Bleeke and Jane Bogwill be Rev. John Harms, Rec ossian—Folk
tor of St. John’s Episcopal 9:20—Lawton W. Blantop—Dean
, Church and Chaplain of the
of Students
Protestant community at MS 9:30—Sand Matousek — Ballads
C. Also participating will be
and Pop—Sandy, a junior bi
Dr. David Alloway of the So ology major at the college, has
cial Studies Dept., Dr. Fred
appeared on television and ra
rick Young of the English Dept.
dio. She has also made a rec
Dr. Ronald Haas of the Educ.
ord for the Metropolitan Broad
Dept, and Mr. John Brennan,
casting Company entitled “ An
a seminarian from Immacu
gel Boy.”
late Conception in Darlington. 9:50—Karen Tullo—Folk
B:00—Les Continentals — This 10:00—The Third Estate—Rock
, combo composed of four in- 10:30—Finale
» strumentalists has an extensive
During the course o f the pro
repertoire of French music in gram Bob Hillenbrand, Howard
cluding “ Poor People of Paris” Garval, Sherry Silver, and Deband “ Under Paris Skies.” They bra Showers will perform folk
have played at various social tunes.
functions both in New York and
Joseph Kloza, Andy Paterna,
in New Jersey.
John Finegan, and Leonard Elo6:30—Organist—Robert Oliphant, vitz—clad in “ mod” outfits fur
a junior music major, is nished by Larkey’s Clothes,
organist and choirmaster of the Cheetah Botique, and Tom Mc. Presbyterian Chuirch in Cedar An’s—will aot as masters-of-cereGrove. As a member of the mony for the show.
American Guild of Organists,
Marathon events will not be

confined to Memorial Auditori
um. During the program Gamma
Delta Chi will conduct a con
tinuous basketball game in the
Music Parking Lot in an attempt
to beat the National record of
31 hours' and 12 minutes.
At 8:00 P.M. on April 14, the
Montclair State Sports Car Club
will sponsor a Sports Car Rally
entitled “ 27x27” . Registration
will be at 7 P.M. in the Fresh
man Parking Lot. The entry fee
is $2.50, which includes two tick
ets to the marathon. Trophies
will be awarded to the winners.
The club is also planning to run
a car around campus at 10 miles
per hour for the full 27 hours.

Dominic Chianese

"Much Ado About Something"

One of the highlights of the
marathon will be the “ Stay
Awake Contest” conducted by
Donald Hunter. Contestants are
Terry Phillpott (Senate), Kathy
Simoni (Mu Sigma), Laura Raften (Theta Chi Rho), Rona Bau
er (Iota Gamma Xi), Gary Berton (Gamma Delta Chi), Joe Kaliko (Omega Phi Delta), Jo El
len Zelt (Kappa Rho Upsilon),
Jane Glossman (Kappa Sigma
Rho), Janet Wingate, Stewart
Sloane, Neal Tooni, Phyllis Herziger (Alpha Chi Beta), Linda
Ripple (Delta Omicron Ri), Ste
ven Bergin (Lambda Chi Delta),
Maureen Flynn, John Van Emden
(Tau Sigma Delta), Robert Cottingham, Pene Lattimer (Delta
Theta Psi), Doris Schmebl, El
len Perzan, Larry Markowitz,
Lusan Lienhard, W. H. Sheppard,
Dave Kingman and Mary Ann
Del Negro (International Rela
tions Club). A stereo hi-fi donat
ed by the Record Rack in Upper
Montclair will be awarded to
the winner.

The Dirty Birdies
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Concert Choir

M SC SPANISH CLUB PRESENTS FORUM

(Continued from Page 1)

ed toy solo instruments of t h e
orchestra.
The oratorio was set for fourpart chorus, full orchestra, and
bass narrator-recifcativAst. T h e
text was taken from the J.M.
Smith translation of the Old
Testament. A few connecting
texts were by Dr. Christmann
himself.
The Song of Deliverance is a
contemporary work, making use
of dissonance and of specific
twentieth century musical de
vices, tout the general frame
work is conservative. The work
was completed in 1950 and sub
mitted as one of the require
ments for the degree of .Doctor
of Sacred Music at the School
of Sacred Music at the Union
Theological Seminary. It w a s
done in conjunction with the dis
tinguished American composer
Normand Lockwood.
Preparation of the chorus for
this performance was done by
Dr. Jack Sacher, conductor of
the College Choir; ✓ Dr1. Christ
mann conducted the orchestra.
The part of the narrator-recitativist was done by Mr. Marden
Bate, also of the music depart
ment faculty. Student soloists
were Janice Perlman, .Michael
D’Andrea, Victor Kowsaluk and
Joseph Lawlor.
Program Counselors (age
19-21 + ) and Aquatic Directors
(age 21 + ) to work at Ten Mile
River Boy Scout Camps near
Monticello, New York. Scout
ing background desired. Sal
ary range: $350-700, p l u s
room and board. C o n t a c t
'George Renwick, 18 Brandon
Ave., Trenton, New Jersey or
call 609-882-4525 between 5:30
and 7 P.M.

FEATURING DISTINGUISHED AUTHORS
by Carmela Shaw

The Spanish Department was
proud to share in the commem
oration of the 100th anniversary
of Rüben Dario, April 7 from 12
to 1 p.m. with a luncheon after
wards at the Ronin Hood Inn.
Dr. Jose O. Jimenez of Hunter
College and Dr. Eugenio Florit
of Columbia University and Bar
nard Colege presented a program
of Ruben Dario’s life with read
ings from his works.
Dr. Jiminez opened the program
with a brief summary of the life
and travels of this great SpanishAmerican
poet, Felix Ruben
Garcia Sarmiento (1867-1916).
Ruben Daño'* Life

Dr. Jimenez

Dr. Jose O. Jimenez was born
in Cuba where he received his
B.A. and teaching diploma in
1944 from the Institute of Santa
Clara. He received his PhD. from
the University of Havana in 1949
and another from the University
of Madrid in 1955.
An outstanding critic of poetry
and literature, Dr. Jimenez has
written numerous essays, articles

Quarterly
(Continued from page 2)

poet. She writes: “ Thank you for
the most interesting Quarlerly(s)
The make-up, covers and content
are certainly superior results by
anyone’s standards. Were my
husband able at this time to
thank you himself, he’d wish to~
he’s envious of your good ‘plant.’
Be
assured,
however, your
sendings have brought much
pleasure....”
Dr. Bohn Cite* Quarterly-

.. .

Ruben Dario was born in
Nicaragua in 1867 and began to
publish his verses as early as
13 years of age. He made fre
quent trips to Europe and recei
ved much acclaim. On one of
his trips to Spain his first wife
died. Dr. Jimenez showed the
Change in Dario’s poetry caused
by this event.
Later in his life Dario traveled
to New York and Paris among
other places and developed social
and political opinions that also
were clearly expressed in his
poetry. Dr. Jimenez concluded
the program with a synopsis of
Ruben Dario’s life Works.

April 12, 1967

Dr. Jose Jimenez and Dr. Eugenio Florit at the Spanish Club
program commemorating Ruben Dario.

and book reviews in addition to.anza, Lo Fatal,” ‘\El Canto Erhis book Cinco Poetas del Tiempo rante,” and others. Our appreci
(Five Poets of Our Time). In ation of Dario and our love of
collaboration with Dr. Florit, he poetry were enhanced by Dr.
hias published an anthology of Florit’s delivery. Dr. Eugenio
Spanish-American poetry (La Florit was born in Madrid,
Antología de la Poesía Hispan Spain where he began his
oamericana).
education.
He received his
Dr. Florit
B.A. from Colegio la Sal in
Dr. Florit highlighted the after Havana, Cuba, and his Doctor
noon with his magnificent reading of Civil and Public Law degree
from Ruben Dario. As Dr. Jimen from the University of Havana
ez described different periods of in 1926. He served as a Civil
Dario’s life, Dr. Florit read 11 Servant of Ministry of State in
works by Dario among which Havana from 1927-1940. Later Dr.
were “ Canción de Otono y Prim Florit began to teach at Columbia
avera,” Cantos de Vida y Esper- University and Barnard College.

In reviewing the new develop
ments of the campus literary
magazine, Dr. Harold C. Bohn,
chairman of the English depart
ment, states: “Always a maga
zine of interest, Quarterly, in
the last year or two, has become
a college literary magazine of
distinction, so much so that its
merit is being recognized in
critical circles far beyond this
campus. This recognition should
be a source of satisfaction to all
those connected with the collegestudents and parents, faculty,
(especially the members of the
department of English), alumni,
and friends-ibecause it publicizes
the college in a favorable way.
Furthermore, it demonstrates
the college’s philosophy that one
of the tests of the academic pro
cess is individual student expres
sion. All of us should be grateful
to ariyone, professor or student
or alumnus, who brings credit
to the college; in this case, to
both the students and the faculty
adviser who work diligently to
produce a literary magazine of
which we can be proud.”

Unique
Paid Employment Opportunity
For Male Camp Counselors
One of the nation’s oldest and
most respected philanthropies
seeks college students whose
career goals are aimed at
improving the lives of dis
advantaged children.
Participate in a pioneering outdoor
education program for New York City
y oungsters at the Herald Tribune
Fresh Air Fund’s 3000 acre Sharpe
Reservation Camping Center near
East Fishkill, N. Y.
For information write to:
Larry Mickolic, Associate Director
Herald Tribune Fresh Air Fend
244 West 41 Street, New York, N. Y. 10036
or telephone (212) 563-2300

LOUVIS

CHAR-BROIL

Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner
Monday to Saturday
7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
613 Valley Road

PI 4-9559 — 746-0911

Upper Montclair

Orders to take out

art»VX»**°d

r "

A

American Youth Hostels
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D EAN ’S HONOR LIST
( Continued from Page 1)

I

Mary - French, Pfister, Anthony
Science, Podgorski, Irene - Bus
iness Ed., Post, Richard-Science
Rifkin, Esther - Math., Rinaldi,
, Frank - English, Ringle, Sandra
Math., Romano, Margaret - Sci
ence, Rumaner, Marjorie - Eng
lish, Rutberg, Jacqueline (Mrs.
Home Ec., Schmidt, Marilyn Fine Arts, Shea, Bernadette,-So
cial Studies, Skidmore, David Math., Slifkin, Lois - Speech,
JSmart, Mary - Home Ec., Snie' gocki, Mariann - Fine Arts,
Spilker, Elaine - Math., Sutton,
Ann - Home Ec., Swackhamer,
Joan - English, Szczech, Dorothy
Home Ec., Tamilio, Patricia Math., Teran, Jay - English, Van
i Houten, Claire - French, Vandenbroek, Joanne - Science, Van
Emden, John - Social Studies,
Van Hise, Roger - Science, Villano, Thomas - French, Vinger,
Anthony - Ind. Ed. & Tech.,
Weatherwalks, Donna - Business
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Ed ’ Weiner, Murray-Ind. Ed.
& Tech., West, Joan - Speech,
Wheeler, Marilyn - Math., ‘ Will,
Doris - Social Studies, Winters,
Corinne - Fine Arts, Wittman,
Linda - Business Ed., Young,
Barbara - Home Ec., Zeitz, Pa
mela - Science.
Juniors

Abbate, Mary - Home Ec.,
Abelman, Dorothy - Music, Acero, Marie - Spanish, Angelino,
Paula
-Social Studies, Aren,
Donna Science, ‘ Atkins, Diane
Math., Baartmans, Victoire Fine Arts, Barker, Mary - Home
Ec., Bastek, Victor - Spanish,
Behnke, Howard - Physical Ed.,
Best, Elizabeth - Social Studies,
Brady, Rita - Math., Brookes,
Dianne - Science, Burdge, Dolor
es - English, Cannon, Madeline Science, Chapman, Raymond ,
Social Studies, ‘ Chen, Amanda ,
Science, Chodorkoff, Claire Speech, Clemente, Lenore - Horn
Be., Conti, Anthony - Music,

Corrao, Salvatore - Business Ed.,
Coulson, Karen - Math., Crozier,
Sallie - English, ‘ Daly, Kathleen
English, ‘ D’Amico, Nina-English
DeAngelis, Barbara
Science,
Deisinger, Bruce - Music, ‘ Del
Polito, Gene - Speech, De Young,
Bruce - Math., Di Chiarante,
Joanne - French.
Donnelley, Bridget - Social
Studies, Dome, Marty - Fine
Arts, ‘ Doumas, Judith - English,
Faasse, Jacob - Ind. Ed. & Tech.,
Faleski, Edward - Science, Farro, Geraldine - Social Studies,
Faulhaber, William
English,
Foschini, Louise - Spanish, Garrity, Anita - English, Gennaro,
Marilyn - Spanish, Genthon, De
nise - Fine Arts, Giordano, .Bar
bara - Math., Gonsky, Martin Social Studies, Gonzales, Virgi
nia - Syanish, Gorski, Karen Math., Graziano, William - Fine
Arts, Greco, Hilary - Spanish,
Grillo, Joseph - Social Studies,
Hakalo, Nina - Business Ed.,
Harrington, John - Physical Ed.,
Hartman, Joanne-French, ‘ Haw
kins, Marcia - Math., Heise,

'T h is is the sm oothest I can get my naturally
curly hair. Gorgeous, isn't it?”

( T h is is ho w Ceorgeanne Alexander looked before
using CURL FREE. A nd these are her words.) "Girls with

straight hair tell me I'm lucky to have natural curl.
They just don't know! I leave the house with smooth
hair...and get back home looking like curlylocks. In
the winter it snows and—instant ringlets. And summer
humidity makes my hair frizz up and go wild.
"I saw an ad for CURL FREE in a magazine. It said, fl
was a curly-headed baby, but baby look at me now!’
The results looked marvelous. I would like to try it.”

Doris - Home Ec., Jabaut, Rus
sell - Ind. Ed. & Tech., ‘ Jacoby,
Bernice - French, Jaeger, Ern
est - English, ‘ Kaliko, Joseph Math., Kirchenhauer, Mary Ann
Business Ed., Krenetsky, Joseph
Math., Krupinski, Michael - Sci
ence, Kwan, Catherine - Home
Ec., Lambert, Jean - English.
Landa, Marcia - Speech, Langer, Corliss - Math., Lepore,
Anna - Fine Arts, Lumiey, Ja
mes - Math., Manowiecki, Eve
lyn - Speech, McShane, Ellen Social Studies, Meewes, June Physical Ed., Meyer, Barbara Music, Miller, Joyanne - Physi
cal Ed., Moderacki, Edmund Music, ‘ Molendyke, Laura - Spa
nish, Niosi, Vera - English, Oliphant, Robert - Music, Palaia,
Doreen - Social Studies, Paris,
Janet - Fine Arts, Proskow, Joy
Science, Pulichino, Paulette Spanish, Ramella, Robert - So
cial Studies, Rawicz, Ruth - So
cial Studies, Redmond, Sharon
English, Ricotta, Grace-Speech,
‘ Rossi, Joanne - Uncommitted,
Rossi, Peter - Math., Salek,

IMary Ann - Music, ‘ Samohutin,
Vladimir - English, Schedemian,
Elizabeth - English, Schmoll, Pat
ricia - English, Seiler, RobertPhysical Ed., Siebert, Carolann Science, Simmons, Margaret English, Smith, Jacquelyn - So
cial Studies, ‘ Sobel, Harriet Math., Stefanowicz, Barbara French,- ‘ Stillman, Anne - Social
Studies, Stolz, Barbara - Busi
ness Ed., Stuntz, Patricia - Fine
Arts, Szabo, Ronald - Ind. Ed.
& Tech., Telofski, Florence Frendh, ’ Thorpe, Thomas-French
Troutman, Pamela - English,
Trusewicz, Carol - Home Ec.,
Tworkoski, Bette - Social Stud
ies, Ulaszewski, Christine - Math.
Van Dyk, Lois - Social Studies,
Viger, Jacqueline - Social Stud
ies, Yates, Janet - Latin, Zeralli,
Ludy - Spanish, ‘ Zurawski, Vin
cent - Science.
Voorman, Patricia - Home
Ec., Willdridge, Clare - Business
Ed., ‘ Wraga, Jeanette - Home E,
Wyble, Joyce - Social Studies,
Wyble, Susan - Social Studies.
(Continued on page 12)

"L ook what Curl Free did! S o sleek—
I can't believe it's m e!”

"Oh ...it's beautiful! I've always wanted straight hair.
Now I've got it. And I did it myself with CURL FREE. Gee,
I'm just like the ad: fl was a curly-headed baby, but
baby look at me now!’ ” —GEORGEANNE ALEXANDER.
Comb those natural curls right out of your hair with
cool, creamy CURL FREE. Even
if your hair is so tight and curly
it puts up a real fight—it will
surrender to CURL FREE, just
keep on using it and you'll see.
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‘IVY LEAGUE’ NEWSPAPERS REACT
KLO ZA TESTIFIES
TO PROPOSED CHANGES IN DRAFT
by Eileen Sleel
In early March, when the question of the draft was re
ceiving widespread newspaper coverage, the managing editor
of the Brown University newspaper initiated a move to re
lease a joint statement with the other Ivy League schools
calling for the retention of student deferments. However,
the editor of the Colombia, Princeton and Yale papers were
not in favor of such a statement. They felt that it was unfair
to assume that all Ivy League
students are in favor of the 2-S,
or student deferment. Alan S.
Lake, editor-in-chief of the Co
lombia Daily Spectator, explain
ed the reasons for their positions
to a reporter from the New York
Times. He said, “ The President
has called for a debate and this
should ihelp begin it. We’re ask
ing for a real examination of
the basis for the student defer
ment.”
Reasons for the Debate

Why is the S-2 deferment being
questioned? In recent months
gTeat numbers of citizens have
become aware of the inequalities
of the present draft system and
the ‘‘confusing and contradic
tory” selection practices of the
looal draft boards. They are be
ginning to make their feelings
known. Their activities have
ranged from the extreme draft
card burners to the more con
servative, but vocal, complaints
of parents, youth who are work
ing, low income .groups who
can’t afford to send their boys
to college, and interested citi
zens who recognize the inherent
inequalities in the system. Then
there is the question of Viet Nam.
Since many high government o f
ficials have publicly stated that
the war will probably 'go on for
at least another five years (and
probably 10 or 15 years), a great
proportion of men who are draft
ed into the armed services will be
called to active combat duty.
The great dangers involved and
the rising number of men killed
each day in Vietnam have nat
urally caused people to focus
their attention on the crucial
question of who will be drafted.
As President Johnson said, “ It
is in the glare of conflict that
the minds of all of us are focus
ed most urgently on the need to
review the procedure by which
some men are selected and some
are not.” Finally, the expiration
of the present draft law is June
30. Congress has until that time
to renew and amend the law.
Johnson, instead of making any
definite proposal on the ques
tion of undergraduate defer
ment, has left it open to nation
al discussion.
Findings of the Commissions

Two major commissions have
been formed to study the draft
laws. The Special Study Com

mission on the draft appointed
by the House Armed Service
Committee rejected a lottery and
recommended that younger men
be inducted first, that reservists
be called to active duty and that
student deferment be continued
A House Education subcommit
tee was also formed to look in
to the educational impact of the
proposed changes, especially on
graduate studies and careers
in science. These suggestions
made by Congress and the find
ings of the White House com 
mittee were in disagreement on
many basic issues.
Some of the answers given
by the National Advisory Com
mission on Selective Service
have been adopted by the execu
tive order of the President. In
the future, the president feels
that 19 year olds should be draft
ed first, that draftees should be
selected by a kind of lottery
whch is equally fair (or equal
ly unfair) for all, and, that de
ferments for graduate school be
sharply curtailed.
The Question of Student Defer
ments

portions of their space to po
litical issues. Our television
and radio stations are constant
ly broadcasting political an
nouncements. They have given a
growing amount of air time to
coverage of the issues of the day.
Our youth no longer remain in
a shell—the mass media have
penetrated the shell and have
hatched a more aware and more
concerned generation.”
Further Testimony

The Committee heard other
testimony from Congressman
Hauser who pointed out that over one-half of the students be
tween the ages of 18 and 21 pay
income taxes, that 18 is the le
gal age for signing contracts and
for being recognized in criminal
courts. He also stated that there
is an “ overbalance of senior
citizen voting.” He recommen
ded that the voting age be low
ered to eighteen.
The majority of the remain
ing testimony was also in favor
of the lowering of the voting age
The Panzer School of phy
sical education and hygiene
at Montclair State College is
proud to present The Eleo
Pomare Dance Company in a
concert of modern dance as
a part of its 50th Anniver
sary Celebration.
The program will be pres
ented in Panzer Gymnasium
on Sat., April 29 at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $2.00 each a n d
may be purchased by mail or
phone. Only paid reservations
will be held.

The Question of college defer
ments has been left unsettled
and is still open to debate. It
seems to me that the recommen
dations of.jthe National Advisory
Commission are most satisfac
tory and should be adopted. This
group feels that college defer
ments should be abolished. In
stead they would give all men
eligible for duty at the age of
19 a choice of when (up to the
23rd. year) they would serve..This
would help to equalize the system
and give each .individual more
flexibility in planning his life.
Its standard national rules were
established local draft boards
might not be necessary and most
deferments would be eliminated.
In this way, ia college student
would not be treated as a “ mem
ber of a privileged class’’^

in the state. Speakers included
the Presidents of the student bo
dies of Georgian Court, Bloom
field College, St. Elizabeth's
College, West Orange High
Sohool and East Orange Senior
High School. The only dissent
ing opinion came from Steven
Oxman, Senior Chariman of the
Undergraduate
Council
of
Princeton University. He stressed
that eighteen year old voters
“ could display political idealism
not tempered by realism." Thus
he found it difficult to support
the bill.
Ernest
Jaeger,
Editor-inchief of the Monlclarion: Carol
Becker, a sophomore; and Leon
ard Elovitz, SGA Representa
tive,
accompanied
President
Kloza to the hearings.

A Chess Club will finally
come to Montclair’s campus.
On Wed., April 19, a meet
ing will be held in V-258 for
the purposes of registering
members for the club and
fixing the amount for dues.
Also at this meeting regis
tration will be held for a
simultaneous exhibition to be
held here on campus by a
United States Chess Federa
tion rated expert, Steve Stoyko. Steve, a sophomore math
major will play anyone who
registers for the exhibition,
all at the same time!
He is the New Jersey State
Junior Chess Champion.
Attend the meeting on
April 19 at 7:00 p.m.

Just think what women had to
go through every month before
there were Tampax tampons.
Actually, every feature o f
Tampax tampons was designed
to eliminate at least one draw
back of the pin-pad-belt con
traptions women once had to
use:
J
• Tampax tampons don’t show
when they’re properly in place,
so women now can wear their
most attractive clothing any
time.
• Odor can’t form when you
use Tampax tampons.
• Tampax tampons can’t chafe.
• Yoifr hands never have to
touch the tampon.
• Do away with disposal prob
lems. The tampons and their
applicators flush away dis
ci eetly.
• Tampax tampons are so small
thsy can be tucked away incon
spicuously in purse or drawer.

Jersey Shore Summer
Residents earn many dol
lars during March. Very
Easy. Write immediately:
DISCOVER. INC. Box 355
Beachwood. New Jersey
08722

• fio wonder millions of wom
en, married and unmarxied,
say three cheers for the good
new years Tampax tampons
have brought to them.

TAMPAX

Phone 774-4510

tum ponA

Robin H ood Inn
A NAME THAT HAS MEANT
FINE FOOD. UNIQUE HOSPITALITY AND
CHARMING SURROUNDINGS FOR OVER
FIFTY YEARS

When you can't afford to be dull

NoDoz keep alert tablets or new chewable mints,
safe as coffee, help bring you
back to your mental best... help
you become more alert to the
people and conditions around
you. Non-habit forming.

•ablats or new Chaw able Mints

1129 Valley Road
New Jersey

sanita *y pro tectio n

WORN INTERNALLY

M A D E O N ,r * Y T A M P A X IN C O R P O R A T E D . P A L M E R . M A S S .

sharpen your wits
with NoDoz

While studying, or after hours,
sharpen your wits with NoDox.

Clifton

Why
don’t you ever hear
nostalgic stories
about
“the good old days”
before
Tampax tampons?

The class of 1970 has or
ganized la pep dub for the
promotion of spirit among
the students of Montclair
State. All those who are in
terested in joining are asked
to leave a note on the Fresh
men Bulletin Board for eith
er Nancy Maurer or John
Burke, with their free times
included.
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STOP THE WAR IN
VIET NAM
We align ourselves with a great portion of the articulate intellectual community
and an overwhelming number o f the clergy of this country and abroad when we ap
peal to the students and the faculty o f Montclair State College to take some active role
in the movement to end the illegal and immoral war in Viet Nam.

We ask you to participate in the educational programs on social issues, to join
peace organizations, to write to your congressmen and senators to show your displeas'
ure with the war policies of the Johnson Administration.

1— MR. R. ROGER BEDFORD
2— MRS. VERA BRENTEN
3— MR. DAVID BUEHRENS
4— MRS. BRENDA M. COOPER
5— MRS. JEAN M. DALTON
MRS. YRNA DANZIG
6— MR. LEON DELEEUW
7— MR. WILLIAM C. DELL
8— MISS ANNA EIBEN
9— MISS MARIE-ANTOINETTE
FAUSSE
10— DR. ERNEST B. FINCHER
11— MR. HOWARD GARVAL ‘69
12— MRS. LINDA GREENBERG
13— DR. RONALD HAAS
14— MRS. AVERILL HAUBEN

15— MISS ELLEN KAUFFMAN
DR. L. K. KODITSCHEK
16— MRS. S. M. KORCH
17— DR. ROBERT KOHLS
18— MR. PAUL LARSEN '69
19— MR. DENNIS LYNCH '68
20— MR. PETER F. MACALU8Q
21— MR. BEN MINOR
22— DR. WARD MOORE
23— DR. MARIO F. ONEGLIA
24— MISS LUDWEIGA MARIA
RACIOPPI
25— MISS ROSEMARY ROWLANDS
MRS. DOROTHY RUDY
MR. JULIUS A. SCHLEKMAN
26— MISS DIANE WALD '69
27— MR. JOSEPH WITALIS '69

r----- :----- :—■— i
SPU, Box 29, Life Hall, Montclair State College

This is a partial list only. For further informa
tion on the Student Peace Union and its policies,

........ I enclose $ ........ to support further ads for peace.
........ I would like more information on the SPU.

please return the coupon to the SPU, Box 29, Life
Hall, Montclair State College, Upper Montclair,
N. J. 07043.

........ I would like to join the SPU.
Name......................................................................................
Address.................................. ................................................
/

Year................. Major.
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SECRETARY
(Coniinuad from pag« 3)

Student Goverment Association.
As a Sophomore Class officer,
a CLUB Representative, and a
27'Hr. M a r a t h o n Committee
member, I am offering the ex
perience gained in these endea
vors to you--the students of MS
C.
A hopeful for the office o f
secretary, I sincerely desire to
help bring tihe students closer
to themselves and to the stu
dent government. I cian do no
more than ask for your vote of
confidence in the upcoming el
ection.
Respectfully,
Bonnie Marranca
Aware of Responsibilities

I wish to announce my can
didacy for Secretary - of SGA.
Mty name is Doreen Salerno and
I am a sophomore physical ed
ucation major from West Or
ange. For the past year, I have
been accustomed to the work
ings of the SGA, and am also
aware of the responsibilities of
a Secretary.
While serving as class secre
tary, I have found the job very
interesting and would like the
experience of being Secretary
for SGA I believe that a stu
dent should give of his time to
some worthwhile organization,
and I would like to put mine
toward the betterment of stu
dent government.
In the office of Secretary I
will assist our student organi
zation in all matters concern
ing communications
between
the students and the SGA. Any
efficient organization can be
come bogged down by accumu
lations o f unfinished paper
work. Realizing this, I promise
to devote my time and effort to
ward ‘efficiency.”
Sincerely,
Doreen Salerno

TREASURER
Promote Needa

To the Editor:
I, Janice Dime, would like to
take this opportunity to an
nounce my candidacy for the of
fice of Treasurer of the SGA.
I truly realize the responsibil
ity and hard work involved in
undertaking such a position. The
principle responsibility of t h e
treasurer is carrying out the re
quired duties of this office. In
addition, the treasurer must
support iany program that will
benefit the student body and re
quires a genuine interest in the
area of student organization and
clubs.
Since being a candidate hing
es on Accomplishments, I offer
these credits in running for trea
surer of SGA. During my
freshman year, I was Secre
tary of my class and an act
ive member of various class
council committees such as the
Easter Orphanage Drive. I was
also apointed co-chairman o f
Freshman Orientation and took
pride in the way it turned out.
As a sophomore, I am one of
the representatives o f the Lan
guage Department in the SGA.
I am also a member of the Stu
dent Appeals Board for parking
violations and have worked on
the Who'» Who Committee.
I wish to 'be given the oppor
tunity to represent and to pro
mote your needs through t h e
Student Government Associa
tion. Since this organization co
ordinates all student affairs, it
should represent you interests.
Janice Dime

Dean’s List
(Continued from page 9)
Sophomore*

Bajza, Barbara - Science,
Banks, Susan - English, Beechine
Virginia - Physical Ed., Bednarek, Carol Ann - English, Black,
Josephine - Business Ed., Blake,
Kathleen - French, »Bruno, Ar
lene - Spanish, Bryksa, Con
stance - Science, Byrne, Judith Social Studies, Cardillo, Joyce Physioal Ed., Carrara, Silvio Spanish, Cohen, Marilyn-Spanish,
De
Rose,
Gary - So
cial Studies, Fernandez, Mary
Lynn - French, Ftizpatrick, Ce
cilia - Speech, Golenda, ClaudiaSoience, Harrington, Judith
Home Be., Haverstick, Nancy Physical Ed., Hunoval, Hope Physical Ed., »Kieser, Nancy Math., Kimak, Karen - French,
Mackay, Helen - Latin, »Mangiru^

Arlene-Englishf Menzel, Claire- Smith, William P. - Science,
Uncommitted, Miller, Dorothy - Sobkowicz, Janet - Business Ed.,
Science, Miller, Lynn - Science, Stecher, Mary - English, Swee
Minnella, Charles - Ind. Ed. it ten, Don - Spanish, »Tebesceff,
Tech., Morey, Arthur - English, Antonio - Spanish, Thiele, KarenMoritz, Martha - Latin, Morris, Math., Thomas, Katie - Business
Catherine - Science, Mosley, Jen- Ed., Tresser, Gertrude - English,
nifer-Math., Nicholls, MaTgaret- Ulaszewski, Kathleen - Math.,
Van Zweden, Robert - Business
Math., Orlans, Marilyn - Physi
Freshmen
oal Ed., Panieczko, Sophia - Eng
lish, Payne, Barbara - Science,
Asher, Laurie - Spanish, BarPecherer, Miriam - English, balinardo, Susan - Latin, Berger,
Penabad, Andres Business Ed. I Claire - Business Ed., Best, Mary
Business Ed., Bunescu, Sanda Ramella, Linda -Business Ed., Math., »Buono, Paul - French,
Randon, Jacqueline
- Music, Cali, Susan - Social Studies,
Raviele)
Francine - Science Connolly, Mary - Home Ec.,
Ravinsky, Kathryn Business- Crotty, Sheila - Social Studies,
Ed., Rodriguez, Dolores - Span Der Kinderen, John - Biology,
ish, Rondinone, Cynthia - Span Fernandez, Margarite - Spanish,
ish, Royal, Jacquelyn - Science, Fischer, Barbara - Social Stud
Saporita, Georgette - English, ies, Gajewski, Judith - Math.,
»Scacchetti, Dina - Science, Sen Gansz, Beverly - Social Studies,
ior, Cathie - French, Shello, Jo Ganz, Stephanie - Social Studies,
anne - Science, Simpkins, Carol- Guida, Gloria - Math., Gurewitz,
Home Ec., Slocum, Holly - Phy Myrna - Home Ec., »Harrington,
sical Ed., Smith, Judy - Math., Elaine - English, Higgins, Elizia-

beth - Biology; Hockenbury, Ju
dith - Social Studies, Johnston,
Norma - English, Kaplowitz,
Charlotte - English, Komberg,
Helene - Chemistry.
Kovacsofsky, Doreen - Math.,
Kupyak, Joyce - Math., Kuybida,
Carole - Math., Lands, Patricia
Math., Lieberman, Carole - Eng
lish, Lindgren, Raymond - Math.
Marcionetti, Michele - French,
Marra, Mari-Jo - Math., May,
Mary - Social Studies, Melchione,
Janice - Math., Naskret, Joanna
French, Nowak, Margaret - Eng
lish, Paulson, Judith - Social
Studies, Pontier, 'Lorraine - Phy
sical Ed., Pringle, Dorothy English, Psoltoa, Rosalinda - Eng
lish, Smith, Celene - French,
Strachman, Linda - Math., Tan
ner, Carolyn - Math., Tremmel,
Patricia - Social Studies, Wang,
Anne - French, »Weir, Barbara Math., Wolak, Marlene - Social
Studies, Zummo, Maria - Span
ish.

!

Composer wonts to know the score on ’67 compacts
DEAR REB:
I’m a well-known composer, and I need a new car.
The trouble is, I'm just too Bizet to pick one out. And
what's more, many of the new cars I see are O ffen
bach in the garage fo r repairs. But I do have a good
friend who is pleased with his new '67 Dodge Dart.
He was given an excellent deal and Berlioz any
money on it. My Bach is to the wall. Can you help me?
LUDWIG
DEAR LUDWIG:
My advice is that you let yourself Ravel in the enjoy
ment of driving the sporty, all-new Dart fo r '67.
You'll find its Liszt price is a lot lower than you'd
expect. And even though it's longer outside and
bigger inside this year, Dart's still an easy car to
Handel.

Here’s the swinging, man-sized compact for '67 that’s got three B’s of
its own: Bold, Brassy and Beautiful. Dart has been completely restyled
this year, inside and out. It’s longer, roomier, more powerful. But still at
that snug compact price. Drop in at your nearest Dodge Dealer's and
try it out for yourself.

Dodge
O

CHRYSLER
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